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Int rod uct io n 
 
Dong Zhongshu (c. 195–c. 105 BCE) was a renowned Confucian scholar and government official during the reign of 
the Han Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 BCE). Emperor Wu’s reign was a defining period of the Former or Western Han 
Dynasty (206 BCE-8 CE), characterized by territorial expansion, rapid growth of overland trade along the “Silk Road” 
to Central Asia, and the consolidation of the intellectual heritage of Confucianism, Daoism, Legalism, and yin-yang 
theory. Dong Zhongshu played a significant role in developing and articulating a philosophical synthesis which, 
while taking Confucianism as its basis, incorporated Daoist and Legalist ideas and the concepts of yin and yang. 
Dong’s thought was important in defining the roles and expectations of rulers and ministers and for making this 
particular version of Confucianism the orthodox philosophy of government in China. 
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From Luxuriant Gems of the Spring and Autumn Annals: 
“The Responsibilities of Rulership” 

By Dong Zhongshu 
 
Section 2 
 
He who rules the people is the foundation of the state. Now in administering the state, nothing 
is  more  important  for  transforming  [the  people]  than  reverence  for  the  foundation.  If  the 
foundation is revered, the ruler will transform [the people] as if a spirit. If the foundation is not 
revered,  the  ruler will  lack  the means  to  unite  the  people.  If  he  lacks  the means  to  unite  the 
people, even if he institutes strict punishments and heavy penalties, the people will not submit. 
… Heaven, Earth, and humankind are the foundation of all living things. Heaven engenders all 
living things, Earth nourishes them, and humankind completes them. With filial and brotherly 
love, Heaven engenders them; with food and clothing, Earth nourishes them; and with rites and 
music,  humankind  completes  them. These  three  assist  one another  just  as  the  hands and  feet 
join  to  complete  the  body.  None  can  be  dispensed with  because without  filial  and  brotherly 
love,  people  lack  the means  to  live;  without  food  and  clothing,  people  lack  the means  to  be 
nourished; and without rites and music, people lack the means to become complete. If all three 
are  lost,  people  become  like  deer,  each  person  following  his  own  desires  and  each  family 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practicing  its own customs. Fathers will not be able  to order  their sons, and rulers will not be 
able to order their ministers. … 
 
If these three foundations are all served, the people will resemble sons and brothers who do not 
dare  usurp  authority, while  the  ruler will  resemble  fathers  and mothers.  He will  not  rely  on 
favors to demonstrate his love for his people nor severe measures to prompt them to act. Even if 
he  lives  in  the wilds without a roof over head, he will consider  that  this surpasses  living  in a 
palace. Under such circumstances, the ruler will lie down upon a peaceful pillow. Although no 
one  assists  him,  he will  naturally  be  powerful;  although  no  one  pacifies  his  state,  peace will 
naturally come. This is called “spontaneous reward.” When “spontaneous reward” befalls him, 
although  he  might  relinquish  the  throne  and  leave  the  state,  the  people  will  take  up  their 
children on their backs and follow him as the ruler, so that he too will be unable to leave them.  
 
 Q ue st io n s:  

 
1. How does Dong Zhongshu describe the basis of rulership? 
2. What does the author mean when he says that without good rulership, 

people will become “like deer?” 
3. What does Dong Zhongshu’s concept of rulership have in common with 

Daoism? 
4. What are the purposes of education as described by Dong Zhongshu? How 

do these purposes compare to what you believe to be the purposes of 
education? 
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Luxuriant 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of the Spring and Autumn Annals: 
“The Responsibilities of Rulership” 

By Dong Zhongshu 
 
Section 2 
 
He who rules the people is the foundation of the state. Now in administering the state, nothing 
is  more  important  for  transforming  [the  people]  than  reverence  for  the  foundation.  If  the 
foundation is revered, the ruler will transform [the people] as if a spirit. If the foundation is not 
revered,  the  ruler will  lack  the means  to  unite  the  people.  If  he  lacks  the means  to  unite  the 
people, even if he institutes strict punishments and heavy penalties, the people will not submit. 
This is called “throwing away the state.” Is there a greater disaster than this? What do I mean 
by  the  foundation?  Heaven,  Earth,  and  humankind  are  the  foundation  of  all  living  things. 
Heaven  engenders  all  living  things,  Earth  nourishes  them,  and  humankind  completes  them. 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With filial and brotherly love, Heaven engenders them; with food and clothing, Earth nourishes 
them; and with rites and music, humankind completes them. These three assist one another just 
as the hands and feet  join to complete the body. None can be dispensed with because without 
filial and brotherly love, people  lack the means to live; without food and clothing, people  lack 
the  means  to  be  nourished;  and  without  rites  and  music,  people  lack  the  means  to  become 
complete.  If all  three are  lost, people become like deer, each person following his own desires 
and each  family practicing  its own customs. Fathers will  not  be able  to order  their  sons,  and 
rulers will not be able to order their ministers. Although possessing inner and outer walls, [the 
ruler’s city] will become known as “an empty settlement.” Under such circumstances, the ruler 
will  lie  down  with  a  clod  of  earth  for  his  pillow.  Although  no  one  endangers  him,  he  will 
naturally be endangered; although no one destroys him, he will naturally be destroyed. This is 
called  “spontaneous  punishment.” When  it  arrives,  even  if  he  is  hidden  in  a  stone  vault  or 
barricaded in a narrow pass, the ruler will not be able to avoid “spontaneous punishment.”                                                                                     
 
One who  is  an  enlightened master  and worthy  ruler  believes  such  things.  For  this  reason  he 
respectfully and carefully attends  to  the  three  foundations. He reverently enacts  the suburban 
sacrifice,  dutifully  serves  his  ancestors,  manifests  filial  and  brotherly  love,  encourages  filial 
conduct, and serves the foundation of Heaven in this way. He takes up the plough handle to till 
the  soil,  plucks  the mulberry  leaves  and  nourishes  the  silkworms,  reclaims  the wilds,  plants 
grain, opens  new  lands  to provide  sufficient  food and  clothing,  and  serves  the  foundation of 
Earth  in  this way. He  establishes  academies  and  schools  in  towns  and  villages  to  teach  filial 
piety,  brotherly  love,  reverence,  and  humility,  enlightens  [the  people] with  education, moves 
[them] with rites and music, and serves the foundation of humanity in this way.  
 
If these three foundations are all served, the people will resemble sons and brothers who do not 
dare  usurp  authority, while  the  ruler will  resemble  fathers  and mothers.  He will  not  rely  on 
favors to demonstrate his love for his people nor severe measures to prompt them to act. Even if 
he  lives  in  the wilds without a roof over head, he will consider  that  this surpasses  living  in a 
palace. Under such circumstances, the ruler will lie down upon a peaceful pillow. Although no 
one  assists  him,  he will  naturally  be  powerful;  although  no  one  pacifies  his  state,  peace will 
naturally come. This is called “spontaneous reward.” When “spontaneous reward” befalls him, 
although  he  might  relinquish  the  throne  and  leave  the  state,  the  people  will  take  up  their 
children on their backs and follow him as the ruler, so that he too will be unable to leave them. 
Therefore when  the  ruler  relies  on  virtue  to  administer  the  state,  it  is  sweeter  than  honey  or 
sugar  and  firmer  than  glue  or  lacquer.  This  is  why  sages  and  worthies  exert  themselves  to 
revere the foundation and do not dare depart from it.   


